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1 Legal Mandate
Article 18 of the Emiri Decree number (4) for the Year 2016 setting the mandate of Ministry of
Transport and Communications (hereinafter referred to as “MOTC”) provides that MOTC has
the authority to regulate road and maritime transport activities, to develop and enhance transport
services, to study, supervise and follow up the execution of their projects, leading to
accomplishing an expansion to the economical motion and serve the national development plan.
Also to supervise, regulate and develop the sectors of Information and Communications
Technology (hereinafter “ICT”) in the State of Qatar in a manner consistent with the requirements
of national development goals, with the objectives to create an environment suitable for fair
competition, support the development and stimulate investment in these sectors; to secure and
raise efficiency of information and technological infrastructure; to implement and supervise egovernment programs; and to promote community awareness of the importance of ICT to
improve individual’s life and community and build knowledge-based society and digital economy.
Council of Ministers’ Resolution No. (18) of 2010 on the implementation of e-government policies
requires government agencies in Qatar to implement Government Reference Architecture and
Standards policy. In line with Qatar Digital Strategy 2020, this document has been developed to
update and replace the architecture and standards issued in 2007.
This document has been prepared taking into consideration current applicable laws of the State
of Qatar. In the event that a conflict arises between this document and the laws of Qatar, the
latter, shall take precedence. Any such term shall, to that extent be omitted from this document,
and the rest of the document shall stand without affecting the remaining provisions. Amendments
in that case shall then be required to ensure compliance with the relevant applicable laws of the
State of Qatar.
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2 Introduction
This document provides a high-level overview of the Qatari Government Enterprise Architecture
(GEA) Framework that would be used by all the government agencies in Qatar. It describes the
structure of the framework and the artefacts aligned with multiple dimensions of the framework.
It also provides guidance on how GEA artefacts can be used by MoTC and individual
government agencies in Qatar.
The intent of this GEA framework is to assist in the delivery of more consistent and cohesive
services to citizens and support efficient delivery of digital services by the government, by
providing a framework that:


Provides a common language: provides a common language for agencies involved in the delivery of crossagency services



Enhances collaboration: supports the identification of re-usable and sharable services and applications



Assists in describing and analyzing IT investments: provides a basis for the objective review of investment
by government



Assists in transforming Government: enables more efficient and timely delivery of e-Services through a
repository of standards, principles and templates that assist in the design and delivery of ICT capability
and, in turn, business services to citizens

This document will be the first version (version 1.0) of Government Enterprise Architecture for
Qatar and forms the basis for enabling collaborative cross agency projects, better public
services, and sharing of services and information, in a customer centric way. The framework is
based on best practices outlined in US Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (US-FEAF).

2.1 Principles
The value of reference models comes from applying them as part of business as usual activities
across agencies in a consistent manner. They are used to provide a consistent view across a
complex system of Government business services and supporting ICT services so that the
delivery of government services can become customer centric, and that investments can be
made that benefits the system as a whole, not just specific agencies. The following guiding
principles are used while creating the GEA reference models and other artefacts.
- Customer centricity: Customer insights must inform service selection, design and delivery.
Customers should be shielded from the internal complexities of Government
- Promote reuse: Remove fragmentation, duplication and promote consolidation and reuse of
shared capabilities
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- Share Information by default: Information must be shared by default rather than by exception
- Enable co-creation through a collaborative environment: Next generation of digital
services delivery should facilitate co-creation of digital services on a shared technology platform
including multiple agencies, 3rd party service providers and vendors
- Trust and confidence: Build public trust and confidence in government’s ability to maintain
the privacy and security of information
- Interoperable: Design services for interoperability using applicable standards so that systems
can work together to deliver more integrated services through a common data exchange platform
- Design for future: Prepare Government services for disruptive technologies and emerging
trends
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3 Framework
3.1 Structure
The overall structure of the GEA is organized into two sections: Whole of Government (WoG)
and Agency. The framework has seven dimensions that include three cross-cutting dimensions:
governance, security management, and service management. Those dimensions are
overarching and apply to both WoG and Agency. The remaining four dimensions each of which
containing a reference model, are: business, information, applications and infrastructure. These
dimensions apply to both WoG and Agency, however the artefacts falling under each of those
dimension varies. Figure 1 provides the structural view of the GEA Framework, capturing the
dimensions and artefacts. Details on reference model dimensions and associated artefacts are
described in Section 3.

Figure 1 - GEA Summary View

The GEA framework has been elaborated in seven documents corresponding to each of the
above seven dimensions. The horizontal layers in the GEA framework representing the four
dimensions i.e. Business, Information, Application and Infrastructure, form the core of the GEA
framework and each of these four dimensions have three key elements:
1.
2.

Architecture: This section provides conceptual view of the architectural components and capabilities for
each dimension depicting relationships between the dimensional architectural components.
Standards: This section provides relevant standards for each of the dimensions with each standard
categorized for compliance purpose as either mandatory, recommended or optional.
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3.

Taxonomy: This section provides reference taxonomies for each of the four dimensions to group
enterprise assets in logical categories and describe their architectural interrelationships. The aim is to
ensure use of common architectural language and identify opportunities for reuse.

Entities shall ensure compliance to each of the above three elements for the four horizontal
dimensions i.e. business, information, application and infrastructure; as well as adopt enabling
policies and processes prescribed in the remaining three crosscutting dimensions i.e.
governance, security management and service management.

3.2 How to Apply
The government entities shall apply the GEA in the following ways:
1.

2.

Entity level
(i)

Entity’s Enterprise Architecture or IT Strategy: While designing entity’s enterprise architecture or
IT strategy, the entities shall ensure that the Government Enterprise Architecture is referred and
complied with.

(ii)

Annual IT planning: Government entities shall ensure that while planning for any new IT
initiatives, alignment to GEA is ensured aiming at reuse of government-wide information,
application and IT infrastructure components.

(iii)

Taxonomy: Entities shall maintain architectural taxonomies as provided in the GEA to ensure use
of common language across the government as well as to identify opportunities for governmentwide reuse. The entities may also use an open standards based tool recommended in Appendix
3 of the Governance Model document for ease of GEA maintenance.

(iv)

GEA compliance assessment: The entities shall perform self-assessment to measure GEA
compliance based on the assessment template provided in Appendix 1 of the Governance Model
document, on an annual basis or upon request of MOTC. The entities shall report and deviation
or non-compliance to MOTC as well as provide the assessment report as and when requested by
MOTC.

Initiative or Project level
(i)

Project initiation: Agencies shall include statement in each of their ICT tenders requiring vendors
to comply with GEA reference models and standards. A sample statement is provided in Appendix
4 of the Governance Model document that should be included in the RFPs.

(ii)

Project execution: The project manager or solution architect shall ensure project’s compliance to
GEA. His or her role includes designing the solution that is at all times compliant to the GEA
models and standards. This role can also be fulfilled by vendor’s project manager/solution
architect and hence a statement provided in Appendix 4 of the Governance Model document
should be included of each ICT tender of government entities.

The Governance Model document should also be referred for governance processes and
enabling policies aimed at adoption of GEA.
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4 GEA Reference models
4.1 Dimensions
GEA has seven dimensions that represent the main focus areas of Government agencies and
allows specific artefacts and relationships to be captured in a consistent way.
Qatar citizens and residents will interact with the government through government delivered
services. These services are built on business capabilities that utilize information and which are
categorized into business service domains and service areas. The business capabilities guide
the government and the agencies through their transformation, design and analysis activities.
Information dimension provides a framework for government entities and agencies to reuse and
exchange information. The technology assets (applications and infrastructure) will be used in a
way to promote efficiencies through decreasing redundancies and eliminating duplications. This
entire process is protected through security and privacy standards. The reference models are
described in detail below:

Reference
Model

Description
This reference model describes and links the strategic goals, KPIs, business
users, delivery channels and services, with an emphasis on customer
centricity using a consistent language – taxonomy.

Business

It defines a Business architecture framework and associated standards
providing guidance on how new business services should be modelled,
defined, developed, monitored and continuously improved throughout
service lifecycle.
This reference model describes, manages and shares information across the
Qatari government agency boundaries using Information reference
taxonomy.

Information

It describes the Information exchange architecture approach and standards
for sharing information data sets across government agencies and within a
government agency in Qatar.
This reference model describes and links application services, including
‘Platform as a Service’ that support the business services using Application

Applications

Reference taxonomy.
It describes the application reference architecture that will be used to create
applications supporting Government services.
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This reference model describes the technology infrastructure that supports
the business services, applications and information stores of government
Infrastructure

agencies.
It describes the Infrastructure Reference architecture that will be the
foundation for building application components and business services.
Defines the architecture governance framework to ensure effective adoption

Governance

and evolution of reference architecture models across all the agencies in

Framework and

Government. It sets out compliance with standards and controls, and

Enablers

guidelines that ensure accountability for the architectural solutions within and
across agencies.
Security management provides the GEA context to the related security and

Security
Management

privacy requirements for government agencies.
Service management defines the framework for managing IT services that

Service Management

are required to support the delivered services.

4.2 Metamodel
The Qatari Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA) metamodel describes the types of
information entities described in various reference models and the relationships between them.
Entities are key subject areas that every reference model in GEA framework focuses on (e.g.:
Business reference model focuses on performance management entities like Goals,
measurement areas as well as Business services).
It also depicts how the agency level entities are related to taxonomies defined at Whole of
Government (WoG) level.

Metamodel Concepts
The GEA metamodel illustrates the different types of entities, which are described by the GEA
reference models. The concepts used in the metamodel are:


Entity types: the types of information described by a reference model – e.g.: Goal, Measurement area,
Service Domain, etc.



Layers: groups of entity types that belong to a particular reference model dimension – e.g.: Business
Reference model, Information Reference model



Relationship: connection between entity types within and across layers – e.g.: Application enable Service

Metamodel Layers
Metamodel is organized into four layers of the GEA: business, information, application and
infrastructure.
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Figure 2 - GEA metamodel
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Business reference model (BRM) provides a Performance reference taxonomy and a Services taxonomy to
enable a consistent way to capture goals, key performance indicators (KPIs) and business services provided
by WoG and agencies.
New projects / initiatives and existing business services from WoG and agencies will be aligned to the
strategic goals defined in BRM. Performance towards the defined strategic goals will be tracked using the
defined KPIs.
Service delivery channels aggregate one of more business services and are accessed by different
customers.



Information reference model (IRM) provides the common taxonomy to classify information entities
(assets) across government agencies. Information entities support business services.



Application reference model (ARM) provides the common taxonomy to classify application components
that enables business services creation. Application components will also provide as data stores for
Information assets.



Infrastructure (Technical) reference model (TRM) provides the common taxonomy to classify
infrastructure assets in government agencies. Infrastructure assets (compute and storage hardware)
hosts applications and stores information entities.

4.3 Business Reference Model (BRM)
Introduction
The business reference model describes the framework of business services and products that
deliver the output of a government agency. It also provides an outcome-focused measurement
framework that can assist government agencies in the design and implementation of effective
business measurement systems. Please refer Annex 1 for detailed BRM.

Relationships
This section highlights the relationship of the BRM with other GEA Reference models.
Sets the business requirements for data and information, and
Information

identifies gaps and duplication in data
Sets the business requirements for application and ICT services

Applications

Sets the business requirements for infrastructure, and identify
new technology needs or improvements

Infrastructure
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Benefits
The BRM allows agencies to classify the functions of government programs into a defined
structure. It provides value to business architecture by providing:


Architectural and standards guidance on designing and developing next generation government services



Promotes strong alignment between business initiatives, strategies and outcomes



Supports planning and executing business activities



Supports portfolio, program and project evaluation



A functional view of agency business using a standard classification



A common understanding of the business functions of other agencies.

The benefits of BRM include:

WoG

BRM Benefits





Agencies

Mechanism to track alignment of investments



investment

KPIs

agency strategic goals

Measure performance of shared services



Identification of opportunities for sharing and



end journey services by combining individual
services

initiatives

against

Measure performance of business

Identification

of

new

service

requirements based on measured
performance

Facilitate identification and creation of end-to-

business

/

between

services against defined KPIs

re-use of services


relationships

and initiatives against WoG strategic goals and

against defined KPIs


Describe

provided

agencies

by

multiple



Identification and reuse WoG shared
services and promotes collaboration
with other agencies

Artefacts
Artefact

Description
Performance

reference

taxonomy

Business

establishes a more comprehensive and
consistent linking of investments and
Performance reference taxonomy

activities

to

government

agencies’

strategic goals and objectives, agency
priority goals, cross agency priority goals
and management areas of focus
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WoG performance KPIs focused on whole
WoG Performance KPIs

of Government initiatives and programs
Illustrates the business terminology, a
complete description and the conceptual

Business Reference Taxonomy

structure of the functions and services of
Qatar Government
WoG catalogue of shared services offered

Shared Services Catalogue

by MoTC classified according to the
business reference taxonomy.
Business architecture framework agencies
should adopt in designing, implementing

Business Reference Architecture

and

continuously

improving

next

generation digital services.
Business
Standards

service

design

related

standards.
Individual agency KPIs aligned to the
Performance

Agency KPIs

taxonomy

classifications

used to measure effectiveness of business
services and other initiatives
The agency specific customer profiles are
defined by the agency and provide an

Customer Profiles

array of various types of customers
serviced by that agency

Delivery Channel Catalogue

An agency specific channel catalogue
Captures the relationship between the

Delivery Channel / Service Matrix

agency’s

service

and

the

delivery

channels
Services Catalogue

An agency services catalogue
Captures the relationship between an

Customer / Delivery Channel / Service Matrix

agency’s customers, agency provided
services and the delivery channels
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4.4 Information Reference Model (IRM)
Introduction
The goal of the information reference model is to facilitate easy discovery, description,
management, and sharing of information within and across agencies. The model encompasses
an information reference taxonomy, data description formats, and data exchange description
formats. Please refer Annex 2 for detailed IRM.

Relationships
This section highlights the relationship of the IRM with other GEA Reference models.
Provides the information structures that support business services;
improve business process and decision making through data

Business

sharing
Provides the authoritative information entity structures to be used
Applications

by application and ICT services
Provides the information specific requirements for technology and
infrastructure services (e.g.: in-memory computing needs, big data

Infrastructure

storage, etc.)

Benefits
The IRM provides value for agency data architecture initiatives by providing a means to
consistently describe data architectures. The IRM’s approach to data description, data context
and data sharing enables data architecture initiatives to uniformly describe their data and
information, resulting in increased opportunities for cross-agency interactions.
The benefits of IRM include:

WoG

IRM Benefits



Improving discovery, access, and sharing of

Agencies


data


Improving discovery and access of
Information assets across multiple
agencies for new programs and

Identification of redundant data collection by

initiatives

government agencies and promoting data
exchange for those scenarios



Standardized
information

approach
exchange

to
and

information management
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Identification

of

authoritative

sources

of

information across government


Acceleration of open data initiative by improving
data discovery and access

Artefacts
Artefact

Description
The taxonomy defines the way in which

Information Reference Taxonomy, Data

information

can

be

described,

description, Data exchange standards

categorized and shared. It also facilitates
discovery and exchange of core data
Defines

the

reference
Information Exchange Architecture

information

architecture

exchange

to

exchange

information across government agencies
and within agencies

Information

Information

standards

related

to

information exchange technologies and
Standards

emerging technologies such as Big data,
IoT, etc.

GDX exchanged information catalogue

Catalogue

of

information

exchanged

through

GDX

assets
platform

classified as per the IRM taxonomy
Catalogue capturing information assets
produced or consumed by an agency
Information Assets Catalogue

classified as per the defined Information
reference taxonomy
Captures the relationship between an

Business Service / Information matrix

agency’s services and the relevant
information assets

4.5 Application Reference Model (ARM)
Introduction
ARM describes the applications that supports the business services provided by government
agencies. It includes:
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Core business applications



COTS corporate applications



Domain specific applications



Infrastructure & Platform Software components



End user computing applications

Please refer Annex 3 for detailed ARM.

Relationships
This section highlights the relationship of the ARM with other GEA Reference models.
Provides the application and ICT services that support business
Business

services, processes, and capabilities
Provides requirements and tools to manage, model, structure,

Information

share, and exchange data and information
Provides the application and ICT service requirements for
technology

and

infrastructure

services,

and

supporting

Infrastructure

applications for infrastructure management (e.g. CMDB)

Benefits
At the WoG level, the model provides a common standard way of organising application assets
and helps identify the opportunities to share, reuse and reconsolidate licenses. It also supports
the management and renewal of maintenance contracts.
At the agency level, the model describes the application assets and services of the agencies,
and it also supports application portfolio management. Having the current information systems
mapped to the applications taxonomy helps agencies to share, reuse and consolidate licenses.
The benefits of ARM include:
WoG

ARM Benefits



Identification of opportunities for future shared

Agencies


application services


opportunities to share, reuse, or
consolidate information systems

Identification of new license requirements and
maintenance services as part of framework

Identification of redundancies and



agreement

Identify the right technology to meet a
well understood business need



Cost-effective and timely delivery of
services through a repository of
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application standards and reference
architecture

Artefacts

Applications

Artefact

Description

Application Reference Taxonomy

The taxonomy provides the basis for
categorizing
applications
and
their
components

Application Reference Architecture

Reference architecture providing guidance
on how to develop applications using next
generation shared platform services

Applications catalogue

Catalogue of applications leveraged by
MoTC provided shared services

Shared Service / Application matrix

Captures the relationship between the
MoTC shared services and the relevant
applications

Standards

Application related standards providing
guidance to government agencies

Application Catalogue

Inventory and management of applications
and ICT services used by agencies

Business Service / Information Asset /
Application matrix

Captures the relationship between an
agency’s service, associated information
entities, and the relevant applications

4.6 Infrastructure (Technical) Reference Model (TRM)
Introduction
The infrastructure model provides a description of the technology infrastructures supporting the
applications and business processes of the agency. This includes insourced, outsourced and
cloud capabilities as well as facilities, platforms, networks and end-user devices. Please refer
Annex 4 for detailed TRM.

Relationships
This section highlights the relationship of the TRM with other GEA Reference models.

Provides the infrastructure that supports business services,
Business

processes, capabilities, information sharing, and reuse
Provides the infrastructure to support storage and exchange of
data

Information
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Provides the internal or external infrastructure for hosting
Applications

applications and ICT services

Benefits
At the WoG, the model supports the development and maintenance of common infrastructure
capabilities.
At the agency level, the model describes the infrastructure assets of the agency.
The benefits of TRM include:
WoG


Complete

view

of

Agencies
Government-wide



TRM Benefits

infrastructure asset inventory will assist in
planning for cloud strategies


asset inventory


Promotion of standardization and thus improving
overall manageability

Creation of complete infrastructure

Leverage

shared

infrastructure

assets


Facilitation of Impact analysis of
infrastructure over delivered services



Facilitates planning of migrations of
internal infrastructure assets to cloud

Artefacts
Artefact

Description
The taxonomy provides a categorization

Infrastructure Reference Taxonomy

for IT infrastructure assets

Infrastructure

Reference architecture highlighting shared
Infrastructure Reference Architecture

infrastructure

capabilities

provided

by

MoTC
The catalogue provides WoG common
Infrastructure Assets Catalogue

infrastructure capabilities classified as per
the defined taxonomy
Captures the relationship between the

Application / Infrastructure matrix
Standards

applications and infrastructure
Infrastructure related standards
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The catalogue provides an agency’s
infrastructure capabilities classified as per

Infrastructure Assets Catalogue

the defined taxonomy
Captures the relationship between an
Application / Infrastructure matrix

agency’s applications and infrastructure

4.7 Security Management
Introduction
The security management framework is considered an ecosystem that applies to the WoG and
agencies and supports the government business.
The architecture of security and privacy has to be applied consistently across all agencies,
whereas governance could differ from one agency to another. The EA of the agencies should
reflect standards, rules and guidelines. This includes National Information Assurance (NIA)
policies and controls, Cloud security policies, Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies, smart
nation security and privacy policies are managed on a continual basis to address emerging cyber
security threats. Please refer Annex 5 for security management document.

Benefits

Security Mgt.
Benefits

WoG


Agencies

Security policies and standards ensures fit-



Risk based adoption of security

for-purpose national information assurance

policies and controls will create a

at the national and agency level through a

trusted and secure environment for e-

risk-based approach

Government services delivery

Artefacts

Security Mgt.

Artefact

Description
Whole of Government



Security policies and controls

Security policies and controls defined for
the whole of Government



Security standards

Security related standards that should be
followed by all government agencies
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4.8 Service Management
Introduction
Service management framework specifies the service management practices and standards
required for managing the government services.

This covers various aspects of service

management for the whole of government and agency delivered services. Please refer Annex 6
for service management document.

Benefits
Service Mgt.
Benefits

WoG


Agencies

Improved quality of service provided to WoG
stakeholders



Improved quality of service provided
to citizens consuming government
services

Artefacts

Service Mgt.

Artefact


Service management framework

Description
Whole of Government
 Service management practices and
standards required for managing the
government services

4.9 Governance Framework
Introduction
Defines the architecture governance framework to ensure effective adoption and evolution of
reference architecture models across all the agencies in Government. It sets out compliance
with standards and controls, and guidelines that ensure accountability for the architectural
solutions within and across agencies.
It also specifies governance controls and processes for new services development using the
next-gen service creation and delivery platform.
It includes tooling recommendations for creating and managing GEA artefacts as well as EA
models generated using tooling in archimate standards notation.
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EA Governance is critical to ensure that EA models and guidance are relevant, actively used,
and maintained to provide sustainable value. Please refer Annex 7 for detailed governance
model.

Benefits
WoG


Efficient

on-going

Agencies
governance



of

Governance Benefits

government wide enterprise architecture


Mechanism

to

measure

and

guidance

to

promote

compliance and adoption of GEA
reference

manage

models

within

their

Enterprise architecture

compliance of policies and controls at all


agencies


Clear

Clear guidelines to develop new
services using next-gen platform

Assists in effectively rolling out GEA across


the Government

Effective adoption of GEA reference
models in agencies

Artefacts
Artefact

Description

Governance

Whole of Government


Governance framework



Adoption policies & guidelines,
Governance team structure, controls,
and processes to effectively manage
GEA artefacts, adoption and
compliance of architecture in agencies,
and new services development.
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5 Glossary


ARM: Application Reference Model



BRM: Business Reference Model



BYOD: Bring Your Own Device



COTS: Commercial Off-The-Shelf



EA: Enterprise Architecture



GDX: Government Data eXchange



GEA: (Qatari) Government Enterprise Architecture



IBM: International Business Machines



ICT: Information Communication Technology



IRM: Information Reference Model



IT: Information Technology



KPI: Key Performance Indicators



MoTC: (Qatari) Ministry of Transport & Communication



NIA: National Information Assurance



TRM: Technical Reference Model



US-FEAF: US Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework



WoG: Whole of Government
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